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and
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Abstract I,’The Apollo and Russian missions during
1970’s were reviewed to rediscover the type and
distribution of minerals on the Moon. This study revealed
that the Moon is a relatively barren place in mineral content
when compared M;.ith the Earth. Results from the Lunar
minerals brought back to Earth, indicate that the Moon
lacks water, hydroxyl ions, and carbon based minerals. Our
approach to prospecting utilizes a vehcle with sensors
embedded in a wheel that allow measurements while the
vehicle is in motion. Once a change in soil composition is
detected, decision making software stops the vehicle and
analytical instruments perform a more definitive analysis of
the soil. The focus of this paper is to describe the
instrumentation and data from the wheel-based sensors.

measurements are influenced by temperature, mineral type,
grain size, porosity, and soil conductivity. Nevertheless we
propose the use of the following wheel-based sensors:
0
Impedance Spectrometer for dielectric permittivity
measurements,
Electrical Conductivity measurements,
0
Electrometer for characterizing electrostatic properties
using signature analysis techniques, and
Magnetometer for characterizing magnetic properties.
All of these measurements are rapid and the sensors are
small and so can be incorporated into the wheel of a roving
vehicle allowing rapid in situ measurements.
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In this study we analyzed the Lunar regolith in order to
determine the most dominant minerals. Our results indicate
that the Lunar regolith is composed mainly of silicates and
oxides. Representatives from these groups are listed in
Table. 1. As seen in the table, the elemental composition is
also quite restricted for the minerals made up of only ten
elements.
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LUNAR MATERIALS

Table 1. Lunar Silicates and Oxides
Silicates (Most Abundant)
Pvroxene
I (Ca.Fe.M~)2Si206
Olivine

Oxides (Next in Abundance)
Ilmenite
I FeTi03
Chromite
I FeCr206
Ulvospinel
I FeTi04
Hercvnite
I FeA1204
Spinel
MgA1204

I

1

INTRODUCTION
The approach to prospecting is to identify and locate ISR
(In Situ Resources). Thus, our prospecting approach
emphasizes looking for minerals on the Lunar surface that
employ rapid surveying techniques. Identifying minerals is
difficult because of the many parameters that influence the
measurements. In particular, soil electrical property
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Satellite surveys from Clementine and Lunar Prospector [l]
indicate the presence of water especially at the poles of the
Moon. These observations indicate that other minerals such
as hydroxyls and water should also be included in the
likely lunar minerals. But these orbital observations have
not been confirmed by in situ measurements and so we’ll
limit our view of the lunar soil to the silicates and oxides.
The minerals from the LSB [2] are shown in Fig. 1 and 2
from 1 4 Apollo and Luna sites. I n F ig. 1, the b asalts are
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composed mostly of silicates such as the olivines,
feldspars, and pyroxenes. The oxides are shown at the top

of the chart. For the most part, they are less than 20% of
the total.
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Figure 1. Lunar mare basalts from the Apollo and Luna sites.
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Figure 2. Lunar mare oxides from the Apollo (A) and Luna (L) sites.
The oxides are further displayed in Fig. 2. They are from
Apollo and Luna sites. This chart indicates that silica is the
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dominant oxide and is widely present in the lunar regolith.
The other oxides that are of consequence (concentrations
>1%) are A1203, CaO, MgO, FeO and Ti02. The other
oxides such as Cr203, MnO, Na20, K20, P203, and S are
found in concentrations less than 1% and so are less
interesting from an ISRU perspective.

c d s which is about 0.06 km/hr. By way of contrast, the
LRV (Lunar Roving Vehicle) on Apollo 15 had a wheel
diameter of 82-cm and a cruse velocity of 6 km/hr. For the
MER with a 1-cm penetration depth into the soil, the
contact time is -7 s. T h s is sufficient time to make
measurements of the type contemplated here.

Thus, the Moon is seen as seen as very poor in mineral
content compared to mineral abundances on Earth. In the
following analysis, only the silicates and oxides are
considered.
WHEEL-BASED SENSORS
The concept is shown in Fig. 3 where a number of sensors
are exposed to the soil through the tread of the rover wheel.
Our sensor selection is: (a) Impedance Spectrometer, (b)
Ohmmeter, (c) Electrometer, (d) Magnetometer and (e)
Temperature sensor.
CONDUCTIVITY SENSOR
Ionic Motion
EMPERATURE SENSOR

-

ELECTROMETER
Soil Electrostatic

-

MAGNET0METER
Ferrous Minerals

-

Figure 4. MER wheel showing the cavity for attaching the
rover to the lander.

NDUCTloN ‘oWER
iND COMMUNICATION

“zT

IMPEDANCE SPECTROMETER
Icewater, Mineral Permittivity

The sensor measurement sensitivity and range are listed
Table 2. Also listed is the anticipated power which is about
1.4 W.

-

Figure 3. Proposed rover wheel with sensors for in situ sa
measurements.
As indicated in the figure, we plan to use induction
techniques to power the sensors and to communicate. Other
techniques such as slip-rings and RF communications have
been considered but do not appear to be as favorable as
induction.
Our prospecting approach uses a two-tiered concept where
the sensors in the wheel perform a quick scan of the
regolith while the rover is in motion. The on-board
computer then determines if the signals coming from the
sensors are sufficiently different to warrant stopping the
rover and performing a more detailed analysis using
spectrometer instrumentation.
The contact time for the sensors can be estimated using the
MER (Mars exploration Rover) as an example. The MER
wheel, s een i n Fig. 4 ,i s 2 4-cm i n diameter, has a 1 6-cm
width, and a 0.5-cm rib depth. The maximum velocity is 3

IMPEDANCE SPECTROMETER
The impedance spectrometer builds on the existing effort to
characterize soil conductivity. The impedance spectrometer
we will implement includes the ability to measure both the
real and imaginary permittivity of the soil and so provides
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a measure of the soil conductivity (real permittivity) and
the soil dielectric constant (imaginary permittivity).
The dielectric constant, e, is expresses as the product of the
permittivity of free space, eo, times the relative
permittivity, e,. The permittivity is further described as e, =
e’ -je” where e’ is the real permittivity and e” is the
imaginary Permittivity [3].
Lunar Soils and Terrestrial Minerals

1.1

Measurements on Lunar soils are shown in Fig. 5. The data
shown here were extracted from Table A9.16 from the LSB
[2]. A total of 83 data points were analyzed. Six points
were excluded from the data set because they did not have
%Ti02+%FeO values or the density was zero. All data
with a density less than 2.1 glcc were assumed to be lunar
soils, as indicated in Fig. 9.5.3 LSB. The lunar soils were
characterized by a number of investigator using different
equipment, measurement frequencies (0.1, 1, 455, 9375
MHz), and environments (air, nitrogen, and vacuum).

Another fit to the data is shown in Fig. 5. In fitting this
equation, the intercept was extracted. One outlier point is
visible at the highest density. It was included in the
analysis but is a candidate for exclusion in future analyses.
Fig. 6 shows that the real permittivity, e’, can be used to
determine the density of minerals. The simple relationship
shown in the figure holds for silicates and oxides with a
few exceptions. As seen in Fig. 6, the titanates (and certain
other minerals) have abnormally high permittivities.
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Figure 6. Real permittivity-density relationship for lunar
soils and terrestrial minerals.
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Figure 5. Real permittivity versus density for lunar so
The real permittivity, e’, shown in Fig. 5, indicates that it is
proportional to the lunar soil density. This observation is
constant with the c onclusion presented i n the LSB. T wo
equations were fitted to the data. One equation assumed
that the intercept is unity when the density is zero. This
assumption has a physical interpretation. That is, the
relative permittivity is unity for a vacuum where the
density is zero. The fitted number, 1.882, for the first
equation is numerically close to the value of 1.871 shown
in Fig.9.53 LSB. The similarity of the two numbers gives
confidence that the data were extracted faithly from the

LSB .

As seen in Fig. 6, the non titanate data are well fit by the
power law function given in the figure. This graph shows
that the r ea1 p ermittivity i s simple function for b 0th s oils
that are porous and solid minerals where the space between
the particle grains has been removed.

1.2

Imaginary Permittivity

An important finding of our analysis is shown in Fig. 7.
Here, the imaginary permittivity, e”, is plotted against e’
for various values of %Ti02 + %FeO. T h ~ sgraph allows a
direct determination of the amount of %Ti02 + %FeO in
the lunar soil. At the measured e’, the amount of %Ti02 +
%FeO is determined from e”. Four outlier data points
appear at low values for %Ti02 + %FeO. Reasons for
excluding them from future analyses are being pursued.
Further justification for the interpretation of the data seen
in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8. This plot shows the
dependence of %Ti02 and %FeO on e”. This is further
evidence that e” can be used to determine the %Ti02 +
%FeO.
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ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
log(E") = -3.02+ 0.0293%(%) + 0.288"e'

C

%Ti02+./OFeO

0.1

The resistivity of lunar soils is quite high being between
10l2 to 10l6 ohm-cm at 23 "C [2]. The resistivity is
temperature dependent and there is a significant
photoconductivity effect. The lunar soils show at lo6
decrease in resistivity in the UV [2].

L

2

5E

In this section our instrument capability is illustrated using
silica sand and basalt with various amounts of moisture.
These measurements are focused at characterizing the
moisture estimated to be found in Martian soils. This
requirement has taught us the techniques for making high
resistivity soil measurements.
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Moisture detection

Results for coarse silica sand and basalt sand are shown in
Fig. 9. This data shows that measurements were acquired
over the range from 0.1% to 15% moisture by weight using
the resistivity sensor found on E-Tongue 3 [4].

REAL PERMITTIVITY, E'
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1E+8

Figure 7. The percentage of Ti02 and FeO can be
determined by measuring the real and imaginary part of the
permittivity. The measured data are for lunar soils
obtained from the Apollo missions.
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Figure 9. Resistivity of two types of moist sand at room
temperature.
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Figure 8. Dependence of the percent Ti02 and FeO on the
imaginary permittivity.

Permafrost

The same procedure used to prepare the samples for the
room temperature measurements shown in Fig. 9 were use
used in acquiring the temperature data shown in Fig. 10 for
the coarse silica sand sample. In addition to the sand
measurements, water measurements were also acquired.
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Figure 10. Temperature dependence of course silica sand
with temperature.
These results show an increase in the resistivity of the
mixture a s the temperature i s decreased b elow 0 "C. The
resistivity behavior of the water and sand with temperature
are similar to those noted by Scott [ 5 ] . They too observed
that large increase in resistivity with decreasing
temperature. This data a lso shows our c apability t o make
measurements at low temperatures and at high resistivity
values. C urrently, the e quipment i s 1imited t o resistivities
less than IO9 ohm-cm. This limit is due the choice of
scaling resistors. We plan to expand our measurement
range well into the Gohm-cm range.
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Fig. 12b. Ottawa sand. Results governed by contact
triboelectrification

1.7

Basalt

ELECTROMETER
1.5

Electrometer

The electrometer shown in Fig. 11 was developed for the
MECA project [6]. Results of roclng experiments are
shown in Fig. 12-15. They indicated that soils have
different signatures and can be used to determine when the
rover wheel is traversing a new soil.
Fig. 13a. Basalt: No basalt dust on insulators
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Fig. 13b. Basalt response.
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1.8

that sh ows that the response for e ach mineral i s different
and unique. This figure provides the basis for signature
analysis of the electrometer data.

Titanium Dioxide
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R
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Figure 16. Response surface for the electrometer exposed
to four minerals.
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Fig. 14b. Titanium dioxide response. Dust coats insulators
1.9

Hematite

The electrometer has been fabricated into a wheel and
tested by Calle and co-workers [7] at the Kennedy Space
Center. They have performed measurements using the JSC
Mars soil simulant [SI and the results indicate that different
insulators have different responses to the simulant
indicating the viability of the measurement.

MAGNETOMETER

1

Fig. 15a. Hematite: Dust covers insulators. This is
especially apparent for TR13 (Teflon).
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To further characterize the lunar materials, the magnetic
properties of the lunar regolith will be measured using a
magnetometer. The magnetometer will have a sensitivity of
The magnetic susceptibility of a mineral is a measure of the
induced magnetism in that material.
The magnetic properties of lunar soils and minerals
returned from the Apollo missions was characterized by a
number of investigators [9]. The magnetic susceptibility of
these materials is shown in Fig. 17 long with values for
terrestrial minerals. The value for the susceptibility can
have either a positive or negative value. The positive
susceptibility indicates minerals with high retained
magnetism; whereas negative susceptibility indicate
indicates minerals with little or retained magnetism.
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Fig. 15b. Hematite. Dust coats insulators
By taking data from Figs. 12-15 after 100 s rubbing
exposure, a histogram was c onstructed a s s een i n F ig. 1 6

The lunar minerals are plotted in Fig. 17 along with
minerals likely to be found on lunar surface. As seen in the
figure, the lunar minerals have a significant magnetic
susceptibility. Another observation is that the lunar soils
have the largest susceptibility when compared with other
lunar minerals.
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Figure 17. Magnetic susceptibility of lunar and terrestrial minerals.
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